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ON MODELS IN THE ALTERNATIVE SET THEORY 
Michal RESL 

Abstract: Connections between theories and set models 
are described. Some set structures keep continuous equiva
lence of indiscerninility. For every two metrics on a struc
ture there exists a continuous motion of an observer. 

Key words; Alterantive set theory, models, satisfae-
tion, topology. 

Classification: Primary 02K10, 02K99, 02H05 
Secondary 02H20, 54J05 

When approaching the theory of models in the light of 

the alternative set theory, we have a choice of several pos

sibilities how to carry out our investigation. One of the 

ways is to follow the classical theory of models and to re

formulate its results into the alternative set theory. This 

way proves to be technically successful though in the same 

time it may be the reason why it seems uninteresting. We 

are trying to adopt an alternative view towards mathematics 

as a whole and therefore the aim of the following article 

is to examine the new possibilities the alternative set the

ory introduces into the theory of models. 

One of the new approaches is to differentiate the mo-
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dels on set (discreate) and proper semiset models. The the

ories not having set models (but having semiset ones) de

mand transcendence; these theories are "complex" ones. On 

the other hand, the theories having a set model can be con

sidered as "simple" ones. Let us give one example; the the

ory of fields of characteristic zero has a set model (but 

not finite) whilst the theory of ordered fields of charac

teristic zero has no set model. 

The structures can be enriched about the topological 

problematics. We can investigate which structures are com

pact, the continuous motion can also be studied. 

This article touches only a narrow part of the proble

matics. The whole field of problems of the model theory in 

the alternative set theory leaves avast field for further 

study. 

1. In order we might talk about models we must at 

first define the notion of a language and a structure. 

Let if/ be a given class of relation symbols, function 

symbols, and constant symbols. Assume that every relation 

symbol and function symbol of <*£ has a natural number oc as

sociated to it; in such a case this relation or function 

symbol is said to be oc-ary. Then £# is called a language. 

Assume that the equation symbol is in every .language and 

the empty set 0 is not a symbol in any language. 

Similarly as in the classical model theory we can con

struct the class of formulae Lvg of the language X (contain

ing formulas of an arbitrary length - over N; this construc-

ction is made - for a certain language - in £21, the genera-
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lization tt> an arbitrary language is obvious). A formula 

is said to be finite if it has a finite length and contains 

only finite-ary relation and function symbols. The clasa 

of all finite formulas of a language £C is denoted by FL^ . 

A class ^t is called a structure in a language it if 

t isa coding pair<K,S> so that: K-40}u<s6 f S"-fO}*0 

(A=S"-tO} is called the universe of ^ ), if p is an <tf-arjr 

relation symbol of A then S"-CpJ is oC-ary relation on Af 

if f is an cC -ary function symbol of J6 then S"ifi is an 

oC-ary function on A, if c is a constant symbol of & then 

S*«icl is a constant in A. For any symbol 0 of «£ we shall 

denote 8 --S^s^ (the interpretation of s in HX,) for simp

licity. Let us presuppose that the equation symbol is inter

preted by the absolute equality. (This rotion of a structure 

is more general as in [21.) 

A structure W in the language &6 is said to be a set 

structure if there exists a set expansion ©6' of 06 (i.e.«2' 

is a set) and an expansion *tltf of 1% to *£' such that W is 

a set. For set structures we use letters Vtl % tfl f##. . The 

satisfaction relation *=» is defined (see C21) between set 

structures and any formulas, and between any structures and 

finite formulas. The notion of elementary equivalence, ele

mentary substructure and isomorphism is defined as in the 

classical model theory with respect to finite formulas. 

A theory is-any collection of finite formulas. A formu

la y is provable in a theory T (T »- g> ) if there exists a 

proof (of an arbitrary length) of <jp in T. A finite formula, 

to is finitely provable in T (T r-v <sp ) if there exists a 

proof of y in T which has finite length and contains only 
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f i n i t e formulas. A theory T i s consistent ( f in i te ly consis

tent resp.) i f not every ( f ini te) formula of the language 

of T i s ( f in i te ly) provable in T. 

The two simple properties hold: 

1) If T h y ana m t= T then W, & 9' 

2) If T H F J> and W N T then *VL f= <y • 

This means every theory having a set model is consistent 

and every theory having any model is finitely consistent. 

% the GOdel's theorem, every finitely consistent (at most 

countable) theory has (at most countable) model. 

As there is no natural definition of the satisfaction 

relation between non-finite formulas and arbitrary structu

res, we have no semantical characterization of consistent 

theories (in contrast to finitely consistent theories). But 

in the alternative set theory finite formulas, finite proofs 

and finite consistency are in the centre of interest (and 

for these analogical results from the classical model theo

ry hold ), and non-finite formulas and proofs give us addi

tional implements. 

For an illustration consider the following example. Let 

cO be an infinite natural number. Let <£ be the language 

containing constant symbols C* for fi 4* ac • Take T= {c« * 

»cs+1l p << OG 1 u i c 0+ c^ I . Then T is finitely consistent 

theory (it has a two point model) but not consistent because 

THc^c^gc c^-J-c^ • Thus T has no set model. 

From now on every language will be at most countable 

with only finite-ary symbols. It follows that <&l in X is 

a set structure if£ *6£ has a set universe and the interpre-
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tation of any symbol of X in 15t i s a se t . 

Theorem. Every f in i te ly consistent theory has a fu l ly 

revealed model. 

Proof: Take any model iOL of the theory. Let 16fc* be 

the revealment of <& (see C33). Then <& s *&,* . 

Theorem. Every finitely consistent theory has a model 

with a set universe. 

The proof follows from the preceding theorem and from 

the axiom of cardinalities. 

From now to the end of this first section assume that 

every language contains no function symbols. 

Theorem. A theory T has a set model iff every finite 

T ' C T has a set model. 

The proof follows immediately from the prolongation axi

om. 

Lemma. Let ̂  be a countable structure. Then there ex

ists a sequence of set structures \1tttn;ne FN? such that 

Mn £ Wl n + 1 £ ̂  for all n and <Cl * U { Wi n;n€ FN?. 

Proof. Let A« {an;ne FN? be the universe of *€t . Take 

1^= ia0,...,a^ the universe of Wn* 

Theorem. Let T be a finitely consistent theory having 

only iSp'-axioms. Then there exists a set model of T. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this theorem for a fi

nite T and moreover, we may assume T-i<$\ where <p is a fi

nite 22-formula. Let ^ be a countable model of T and 

HI « Uiltt n;neFN}. As « I* cp and 5? is -^2, there ex

ists a finite number n such that <#t fc» y . 

Let T be the theory of linear order without endpoints. 
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Obviously T has no set model and T has TTg-axiome. This 

means we cannot get a stronger theorem. 

Corollary. Let T have .S^-axioms only. If T is finite

ly consistent then T is consistent. 

Corollary. Let ^ be a countable structure. Then the

re exists a set structure tltl 2 *&, such that for all 2S2~ 

formulas g/(x,») and all a,*£A, if <€fc *=* 5? (a,*) then 

W is* y (a,*). 

Theorem. Let T be a finitely consistent theory in m 

language containing only symbols for unary relations, equa

tion and constants. Then T has a set model. 

Proof. Assume T is finite. We can replace every const

ant symbol in T by one point unary relation symbol, so assu

me we have no constant symbol in our language rf • Let B,,... 

••••Rfc be a list of all unary relation symbols in X . Add 

new unary relation symbols IL+,,... t-̂ j- and axioms (Vx) 

(R^(x) « ~i -^..j^x)! isl,...,m. Let T' be this new theory in 

X' • Then T' is finitely consistent. Set w= 4 u;u £{l,*.« 

.....SmI&lu.sTaL For u€w denote q>„(x):s: A &(x). Take 

*Vl a countable model of T* and #r* a fully revealed model of 

Th(*iCt ). We may assume ^ ^ & . If & is any structure in 

£', let C u*4a;asC&& & y? u(a)l for uew. As & is fully 

revealed, there exists W, such that *0fc £ #fc s ££ and {M^: 

:uew{ is a partition of M. For all uew we have 1-L^B and 

we are able to construct an isomorphism F from Wl onto & 

such that for uew, FwMu
:s0u. It follows "93ft J** T. 

Remark, Assuming T is finite satisfying the assumptions 
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of the preceding theorem there exists a finite model of T 

because the model W, constructed above can be arbitrary 

small infinite. 

We know there are only a few theories having a set mo

del. The question is how is it possible to approximate semi-

set models by set structures. We know every finitely consis

tent theory has at most countable model and every countab

le structure is a sum of a sequence of set structures. Let 

us try to approximate countable models by these set structu

res. The following theorem holds. 

Theorem. Let % be a countable structure, "&L * Vifflln; 

neFN? be a sum of increasing structures. Let <f> be a finite 

formula, y 3L (V x-̂ ) (3y1)... ( V x^JO yy) tjr (x-^,...^,*-,,... 

• • •!?-*) where y is an open formula (possibly with parameters 

from ^ )• Then the following are equivalent 

i) n N 9 
2) (Vn1)Gk1)...(Vnr)Qkr)«et *-* (Vx^l^ JGy^^cl^ )... 

...(VXyfi M„ ) Q y r 6 M ^ ) f (where 151 in 2) can be replaced 

by 3#a, m»max-(n19*..>n2tfk^9*«*9kr} or any W 2 <0l) • 

Proof. Assume at first M to be a finite set and % to 

be. a normal formula of AST. Then the two facts hold. 

Fact 1. If (k^k'fc j^(x,k)) —> ^(x,k'), then 

(Vx6 M)(3k)^ (x,k)s C3k)(Vx£ U) % (x,k). 

Proof. Assume (Vxc M) Qk) $ (x,k). Let f:M~^ FN be a 

function such that (Vxc H)% (x,f (x)). Take k=max(f,,M). Then 

(VxeM)^ (x,k). 

Fact 2. If (n'i. n8c 3t(y,n))—> ^(y-i-'), then 

Qy«M)(Vn)5t(y,n)s(Vn)(3y«M)^(y,n). 
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This fact follows immediately from the fact 1. 

Let us turn to the proof of the theorem. We use an in

duction on r. The statement <# *-» <J> is equivalent to 
(vn )(Vx1€Mn

-)Qk1)(3y1el^ ) <ft t- (Vx2)(.3y2)...(Vxr)(ayr)Y 

Using the fact 1 we get an equivalent statement 

CVn1)ek1)(VrL«M^ )&71**k ) « N (Vx2)(3y2)... (V-cr)(3yr)f 

This statement is equivalent by the induction hypothesis to 

( V n ^ a ^ H V x ^ M ^ )G?1eUk )(Vn2)(3k2)...(Vnr)Gkr) 

W H (Vx2cMn )®y2€,Uk )-.(Vxr6M^)(3yr6M« )y . 

By successive using the facts 1, 2 we are able to move the 

block (Vx-^M^ )(3r1cUk ) behind <0fc l» .We have got an 

equivalent statement 

(Vn1)(3k1)...(Vnr)Qkr)^t=« CVx-^ 1^ ) ^ 1 e \ )... 

•••(Vxr6M^)(3yr6ML )y . 

Let us notice now what would happen if we took func

tion symbols in our languages. Let ^ be a structure with 

the universe FN and the successor function. Then ^l has no 

set substructure, thus *&£ cannot be expressed as a countab

le sum of a chain of set structures. From the similar rea

son the theorem about theories having only 5S2-axioms would 

ftot hold (take the theory of linear order with the succes

sor function). 

2. Let us enrich our structures with topological pro

perties. % a topology we mean in this article an equivalen

ce relation which is a sf-class. In this and next section 

let us restrict to structures with a set universe (every 
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finitely consistent theory has such a model)* In contrast 

to the first section we admit function symbols in a langua

ge. 

Let ^ be a structure in a language & , ̂  a topolo

gy on A. The symbols a, bf... denote finite ordered sequen

ces of points of A. If a=-<alf ...fan> f b
s <b l f •••,bn> then 

a^b means av-v b-j& •••^a
n
rvb

n*
 A function F on A is conti

nuous in ~ if for all af bf if S^b then FCS)n,F(b). 41 is 

said to be continuous in <v (or ̂  is continuous in 4)1) if 

the interpretations of all function symbols of X in 4H, are 

continuous in <v and for any relation symbol fi of S& diffe

rent from equation and all a, b, if I'vb then 41 W R(a) as 

sR(b). 

Theorem. For every set structure Wl there exists a 

coarsest topology continuous, in Wl and moreover, this topo

logy is a) countable intersection of set equivalences. 

Proof. Let -U^jne FNj, -fFn;ncFH5 be a list of all re

lation and function symbols resp. of the language of M . For 

all n take 6n~ Ka,b > € M
2;(Vi£ n)( V dlfd26 lf)( <gl h~ %<<*!, 

atd2)mHi(cf19b932))) and define a ~ b iff (Vn)«afb > e 6 n ) # 

Now define by induction a/vQb iff <a, b > c M f a*^.*^ *> iff 

<a,b > £6nfc a~nb fc Wi £ n) ( V 3 ^ ^ 

^n'i^'l**' 5^ and define a ^ b iff (Vn)(a~nbK Then 

!Hj is the requested topology. 

We know now that every set structure keeps its own con

tinuous topology. The question is for which structures there 

exists a continuous equivalence of indiscernibility (i.e. 

compact topology). 
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Theorem. Let 91 be a set structure in a language con

taining symbols for unary relations, unary functions, const

ants and equation only. Then there exists a totally discon

nected equivalence of indiscernibility continuous in wl • 
'Xth 

Proof. We shall show that the topology ^ described 

above is compact. First we show the topology f^y is compact. 

Every unary relation divides M into two parts, thus •-%̂  

is compact where ^ n is the reduct of 101 to the language 

containing the n-th relation symbol only. The topology f ^ 

is the intersection of x-v/ 8 and thus compact. Now we are 

able to show by induction that every r>v is compact. Assu

me /N^n is compact and take uSM infinite. There exists an 
fpVt 

infinite u^s u such that for all a,beu-^ we have a ^^ b 

and ar^J), Let W n ;f}e <x;l be a partition of u, into monads 

by the set equivalence r^n+i • It is sufficient to show that 

for some ^ € oo , VA is infinite. Assume v^ is finite for 

all ft € cc . Let v be a selector of the partition {v* , /3 c 

e oc 5 . As u-̂  is infinite, the set v is infinite. For a,b e 

£v, a + b we have a ̂ n + 1 b and (3ii- n)lT™(a) o^^^lb)). 

For acv define g(a)= < F**(a),. ..,Fn^(a)> . Let < M*1*1, ̂  > 

be the n+l-th power of the space <M,<~n> f r\/ is the product 

topology. For a,bcv, a4b we have g(a)7^g(b) and thus the 

set gMv is an infinite set in the compact topology *s9 & con

tradiction. Finally, the topology ^ is an intersection of 

the topologies <-^n and so compact. 

The following theorem shows that we are not able to 

prove anything more about the topology 2*j . 

Theorem. Let <v be a topology on a set M such that *>• 
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is a countable intersection of set equivalences. Then 

1) There exists a set structure til with the univer

se M such that /s/ is the coarsest topology continuous in 

Wl . 

2) Moreover, if *N/ is compact then we are able to 

construct the structure in 1) with unary relations only. 

Proof. Let /v be an intersection of set equivalences 

Sn, nt*FN. 

1) Take the language with binary relation symbols Pn, n e 

S. FN and the structure ffll such that 93t 1= Pn(a,b) iff 

< a,b> € Sn. 

2) Assume rv is compact. Then any S n is compact, too, and 

thus any equivalence Sn has only finite number of monads. 

Let 4vk;k6 FN J be the list of all monads in all Sn's. Take 

the language with unary relation symbols P , nePN and the 

structure W so that *$l t= P n U ) iff afe vn. 

3. Let us consider now the following situation. Ima

gine an observer observing some structure from some place. 

The observer can distinguish distances among points in the 

structure (described by a metric). Now imagine the observer 

is continuously moving. Then the distances among points are 

in a continuous motion. 

Definition. 1) Let A be a set, f> , p ' two metrics on 

A. A set sequence {(foci &- £ *&} is said to be a motion of 

an observer from rp to £> on A in the time & if <p0= p , 

f& = ?'> Poc = Poc+i *0T oc G n% , where * is the Eucli

dean equivalence of indiscernibility and PoC^foc+l meana 
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m^ (a,b) ' ^ . ^ ( a ^ ) for all a,beA. 

2) Let ^ be a structure with a set universe A,<p , p' 

two metrics continuous in *& (i.e. % is continuous in the 

topologies generated by these metrics). A set sequence 

^-PdC $ <& £ *&1 is said to be a motion of an observer from p 

to f' on *&C in the time & if $0^ \ cC & <d>\ is a motion of 

an observer from & to f' on A in the time t?> and for all 

oc -6- # , <0fc is continuous in jp̂  • 

Consider "tjpoc t °̂  ~ ̂ ^ is a motion of an observer on 

*0l . What is the connection between the structures /pc -> 

/&•& (-*•••• factorstructures w.r.t. the topologies gene

rated by these metrics) ? One can prove that there is an in

finite oc such that * 0 « j ^ • But we shall prove there need 

not be any connection between metrics jp , JE>~ • 

Lemma. Let ro be a metric on a set A. Then there ex

ists a metric a>* on A and a motion of an observer i f^ i 

oC -6 i£] from (D to JD* on A such that the three conditions 

hold: 

1) g>*(a,b)i-l for all a,beA 

2) Joc+xtajb) ̂ jE^Catb) for cC •<. & ,a,beA 

3) all metrics p ^ , cC £ i?> generate the same topology. 

Proof. For a,b€A define <p*(a,b)=-min •(!, j>(a,b)$. 

tf>* is a metric generating the same topology as <p • The mo

tion of an observer we construct by induction. Take (DQ
a <p -

Take an infinite <£ such that <f £ tAl and assume p ^ is 

constructed. Define for a , b U 

- i ^ ff^(a'b)-J i* foU,b>- J.*g>*Ufb> 
?o64-lU»b)= 1 

<Poc'a>k) otherwise. 
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Now define r&^+jta-b)-5 

= n d n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( a ^ A ) * . 

I t i s easy to see that foc-KL i s a m e t r i c » <?aC+l^B'h^ -

^ <p<-t(atb> and ^ + 1 = f U • J t i s e a s Y t 0 p r o v e b y i n d u c " 

tion on 06 that £>*(a,b) - facta,b) for a l l a, b. Take ^ > 

> max-[<p(a,b) -g>*(a,b>; a ,b£A} , *# »<^'c/+l and the 

construction of the 0-t'8 8 t °P a t f<n*<f * We s n o w <? * 

* ?n*<f • I f n o t » t n e n f o r s o m e a » b € A> f * (&,b)+ 5; < 
< <p ^ (a ,b) , thus for a l l o6<:^.oT, p* (a ,b ) ^ ^ U j b ) -

" ? • so f *( at*>)^ p^-oT (aib) -^§)(a,b)-^ , a contradic-

tion with the choice of ̂  • Define (&£ s ̂  • 

Theorem. Let ̂  be a structure with a set universe, 

continuous in metrics rf? , p ' . Then there exists a motion 

of an observer from <p to JD' on *&l . Moreover, if both a> , 

p are compact then every member of this motion is a com

pact metric. 

Proof. By the preceding lemma we can suppose both p , 

jp' ̂  1. We construct a motion of an observer from jE> to 

f + j</ as follows. Take cT infinite. Define £><.<, (a,b) s 

= p(a,b)+ ̂  jo'(a,b), a,bcA, ao £ cT . Denote X*-foGj y « 0}. 

For 00 <s X, ̂ (a,b)*0 iff <g> (a,b)*0 and for oc <§: X, oc £<f9 

g>dS***)*° iff (p(a,b)+jp'(a,b)=0. ^hus forces X, f^ gene

rates the same topology as p does and for oc s) X, ^ gene

rates the same topology as p**id?' does (which is the inter

section of topologies generated by p and p ' ). That is why 

<Ct is continuous in every (p^ • Similarly we construct a 

motion of an observer from p to p + jD • It p 9 p ' are com-
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pact then (D + JD is compact ani every member of the motion 

is compact. 
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